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60 SECOND SUMMARY
IntegerHealth is a healthcare technology company. We apply advanced data analytics to
workers’ compensation programs‒Driving down the costs for employers, while improving the
care that their employees receive.
There are two ways to make progress. Do what you have always done‒just do more of it,
better and faster than before‒or reimagine the problem and design a solution unlike any other.
The “more, better, faster” approach yields small incremental gains. That is not what we do.
At IntegerHealth we drive fundamental change by identifying the high and low value
doctors in the workers’ compensation provider network. Once we do that, the solution defines
itself‒steer the employees to the high value doctors, and eliminate the low value ones, because
30% of all healthcare costs are due to poor or ineffective care, and high value doctors squeeze
out those excess costs.
Employers that pay their own claims, instead of purchasing workers’ compensation
insurance, are in a unique position. Because they pay those claims, they own that claims data. So
employers working with us begin by sending us that data. And then they do something very
special, they send us their HR records too because inside those human resource files live the
outcomes of the claims.
•

How long was the employee off work because of the illness or injury? And those
productivity costs can be several times the claims costs; and

•

What was the actual outcome of the medical care? Did the employee get better,
and how long did it take?

What we’re doing is so extraordinary that we have patents pending on it.
So what do we do with this information? We rank the doctors and other providers by
diagnosis over the entire continuum of care based upon the claims, the productivity costs of the
employees being off work, and the outcomes of the care.
We then help the employer establish or re-design an optimal provider network of high
value doctors, and monitor that network to ensure peak performance.
By sending the employees to the top doctors, the employer pays less, the employees get
better care, and they get back to work faster.

© Integer Health Technologies, LLC
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WHAT WE DO‒AND WHAT WE DON’T
We do cutting-edge analytics focused on high value healthcare‒decreasing the
employer’s costs and getting its employees better care.
We touch all the functions of a workers’ compensation program, such as claims
processing and cost containment, but we don’t do any of them. Instead our advanced analytics
make all of them better by identifying the best doctors to staff the employer’s provider network
and then monitoring their performance based upon the outcomes that they achieve.
We focus on high value healthcare. For the things that we don’t do, there are many other
vendors. But we’re the only ones who can measure high value healthcare‒Driving down the
employer’s costs while getting its employees better care.

SAVINGS EXAMPLE
We don’t live in Lake Wobegon‒where all of the children are above average. Exactly
half of all children are above average, and exactly half are below. It’s the same with doctors.
When calculating an employer’s savings opportunity there are two buckets:
•
•

Claims; and
Productivity costs (the payroll costs of medical absences).

We analyzed one employer’s population and calculated that it could save 30% on its
claims and 36% on its productivity costs by steering employees with episodic conditions from
below average doctors to average ones, not the best, just the average.
As fantastic as that sounds, the savings opportunity is even greater. Using our advanced
analytics we identify the best doctors for each diagnostic condition so that employees won’t be
going to average doctors, but the best!
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Integer Health Technologies, LLC (“IntegerHealth” or the “Company”) has prepared this
white paper (this “White Paper”), which is organized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Executive Summary
Employers
General
Healthcare
High Value Healthcare
Calculating High Value Healthcare
Designing the Network
Monitoring Performance
Pricing
Leadership

EMPLOYERS
Our analytics scrutinize an employer’s claims data and HR records. Each state’s workers’
compensation laws are different. The key is whether the employer is responsible for paying its
workers’ compensation claims, or whether the employer has purchased workers’ compensation
insurance and shifted that responsibility to an insurance company. An employer that retains this
responsibility is often referred to as being “self-insured” or a “non-subscriber” (i.e. not
subscribing to the state’s workers’ compensation system).
These employers still engage a third-party, often an insurance company, to manage and
process their claims (referred to as a “TPA,” for Third Party Administrator), but it is the
employer that bears the responsibility for paying the claims. And because the employer pays the
claims, the employer owns the claims data. Employers that purchase workers’ compensation
insurance don’t own that data, and therefore can’t send it to us. So in this White Paper when we
refer to “employers” we mean self-insured or non-subscribing employers that can send us their
claims data‒those are the employers that we can help, driving down their costs while getting
their employees better care.
Generally, these employers can establish a provider network, and their employees with
workers’ compensation claims must go to one of the doctors in that network. In this case we
identify the high value doctors to staff the network, and then monitor their performance.
Alternatively, the TPA or another vendor may provide a network for the employer. When the
employer “rents” someone else’s provider network, we identify the high value doctors in that
network, and the employer may be able to require the employees to go to them.

GENERAL
IntegerHealth holds the key to decreasing employer workers’ compensation costs while
improving the care that employees receive.
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There are two ways to make progress. Do what you have always done‒just do more of it,
better and faster than before‒or reimagine the problem and design a solution unlike any other.
The “more, better, faster” approach yields small incremental gains. That is not what we do.
At IntegerHealth we have designed an analytics platform that holistically analyzes the
entire healthcare value equation: the claims, the productivity costs of the employees being off
work, and the outcomes of the care. The end result is lower costs and better care.
We drive fundamental change by identifying the highest value doctors and other
providers over the entire continuum of care. Once we identify them, the solution defines itself‒
steer the employees to the high value doctors, and away from the low value ones, because they
get their patients better faster, and at the lowest overall costs.
Our analytics work for both healthcare plans and workers’ compensation programs. This
White Paper, however, only addresses our workers’ compensation services.
As discussed above, the crucial factor is whether the employer is responsible for paying
the workers’ compensation claims, and therefore owns the claims data and can send it to us. Our
analytics platform considers not only these claims costs, but also the cost of having employees
absent from work, which can be even more. We alone can measure these productivity costs
because our algorithms juxtapose the claims data with the HR records where the outcomes of the
claims live.
IntegerHealth was founded by Dr. Jack McCallum, Scott Roloff, and William McCallum.
As well as being a retired neurosurgeon, Jack founded four other healthcare companies prior to
IntegerHealth.
You can learn more about us on our website at www.integerhealth.com or by visiting our
YouTube channel where we have several videos, including a two-minute profile on the Company
and an educational presentation that we give at conferences and to employee benefits and risk
management groups entitled “Decreasing Healthcare Costs While Improving Care with Data
Analytics.”
Please direct any questions or comments concerning this White Paper to our President,
Scott Roloff. Scott’s contact information is:
Scott Roloff
President
Integer Health Technologies, LLC
9001 Airport Freeway
Suite 830
Fort Worth, Texas 76180
Office #: (817) 849-9402
Email: sroloff@integerhealth.com
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HEALTHCARE
When addressing healthcare costs, there are certain uncontroverted facts. First, healthcare
costs will continue to rise. The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (the “CMS”) projects
that over the next decade healthcare spending will increase 5.8% per year.
Second, healthcare costs are much higher than they should be‒30% of all healthcare costs
are unnecessary, the result of poor or ineffective care.
Third, healthcare costs are highly concentrated. Just 5% of the population accounts for
49.5% of all personal healthcare spending in the United States. In keeping with the 80/20 rule,
20% of the population drives 81.2% of those costs.
Everyone focuses on chipping away at the 5.8% annual increases. At IntegerHealth, we
attack the 30% of healthcare costs due to poor or ineffective care, while improving the care that
the employees receive.
Good Healthcare < Bad Healthcare
In healthcare, employers ask the wrong questions. How do we keep our employees out of
the healthcare system? And once they’re in it, how do we minimize their claims costs?
The question isn’t whether they will be in the healthcare system, but when? And the
answer isn’t to strangle the claims, but to provide good healthcare.
It may seem counter-intuitive at first, but good healthcare costs less than bad healthcare.
Good doctors have:
•
•
•
•

Fewer diagnostic and treatment errors;
Fewer unnecessary procedures;
Fewer complications; and
More rapid patient recovery.

Good healthcare wrings out the 30% of claims costs attributable to poor or ineffective
care.
In addition, medical absences are an enormous cost of healthcare to an employer. These
productivity costs can be several times the related claims costs. On January 20, 2016, Dr.
Richard Ilka wrote in the Wall Street Journal that:
“If health-care costs to a corporation are imagined as an iceberg, the
proportion representing medical care by doctors and hospitals is only the tip of the
iceberg; the major portion is out of sight…[t]he impact of absenteeism and
presenteeism on productivity is enormous…”
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Good healthcare peels back these productivity costs because good healthcare returns
employees to work faster, and keeps them there.
But how do we measure good healthcare?
It is a question that has bedeviled us for years.
Checklists & Surveys ≠ Outcome
We know good healthcare when we see it. It’s when we get better, sooner rather than
later, and for less cost, rather than more.
We don’t know how to measure that, however, so we fall back on proxies for a good
outcome that we hope will predict it. The most popular proxies are process measures, which
change the question that employers should be asking‒Are my employees getting well? To a
question with an easy answer‒What procedures are their doctors performing?
The government uses HEDIS (Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set) as a
proxy for measuring healthcare quality, but HEDIS is merely a checklist of processes easy to
harvest from the claims data. Did the doctor order a mammogram on every female patient over
50 years old? Did the doctor order frequent A1C tests on diabetic patients to measure their blood
sugar levels?
The flawed assumption is that if a doctor follows the checklist, then he or she is a good
doctor and will get you better. Whether a doctor ordered a test off a checklist, however, has little
bearing on the quality of the doctor, or the outcome of the care. The only questions should be‒
Did the patient get better? And how long did it take?
Consumers often gravitate to “Do you like your doctor” surveys like Yelp and the
government’s version CAHPS (Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers & Systems).
Whether a patient likes his or her doctor has no correlation to the quality of the care received.
Patients like or dislike their doctors based on how long they sit in the waiting room. A recent
study even reported that patients who liked their doctors more than average ended up dying
sooner than other patients.
Price Transparency ≠ Outcome
Some companies provide price transparency. What is price transparency? It’s just a
service that gives a doctor’s fee schedule for particular procedures, usually in ranges that are
ridiculously wide. For example, Doctor A charges between $50 and $200 for a routine office
visit‒without considering that Doctor A may take three visits to get you better. Others go a step
further and stitch together the related claims for an episode of care. But they only deal with the
claims. They don’t answer the question‒Did the patient get better, and how long did it take?
We calculate the high value providers by condition over the entire continuum of care.
We’re not concerned with the fees for individual procedures. Don’t think of us as comparing one
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doctor’s fee schedule against another’s, because if those doctors are operating under the same fee
schedule and they do exactly the same things, then they’ll get paid the same.
Instead think about the total costs (the claims and the productivity costs of medical
absences) to manage the patient’s episode of care. Two doctors may do very different things
when presented with patients displaying the same symptoms. These two doctors might perform
the same procedure or they might choose different treatments options, prescribe different drugs,
require more or fewer patient visits, etc.
Narrow Networks = Discounts
Insurance companies tout preferred high quality providers within their overall networks,
so-called “narrow networks.” But how do they know?
The insurance companies only know the claims costs‒not the outcomes of the care‒
except in the most extreme cases, like when the patient dies in the hospital. The insurance
companies build these narrow networks on doctors taking discounted fees. A study by the Urban
Institute and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation in September 2014 found that:
“Insurers generally did not report any efforts to design a network built on
providers’ performance on quality metrics or patient outcomes; price was the
determining factor for whether a provider was included or excluded from most
networks.”

HIGH VALUE HEALTHCARE
Unlike everyone else, employers that pay their own claims know the outcomes for those
claims‒they just have to know where to look for them. Inside their HR records live those
outcomes:
•
•

How long was the employee off work because of the illness or injury?
When the employee returned, could he or she fully perform their job?

Back @ Work = Good Outcome
The best outcome for the employer is having the employee back at work as quickly as
possible functioning as before‒and from the employee’s perspective, if they’re well enough to be
back at work then they’ve probably had a good personal outcome too.
So now we can measure the outcome. A good outcome is being back at work.
Value = Quality vs. Cost
Having defined being back at work as a good outcome, we can calculate the value of
healthcare.
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Value is what you got compared to what you paid. What the employer “got” is the
employee back at work. What the employer “paid” is the claims and productivity costs.
High value doctors are not those with the lowest fees or who have agreed to the steepest
fee discounts. Poor or ineffective care at low or discounted rates leads to higher, not lower, costs.
In addition, treatment that extends an employee's absence from work (or returns the employee to
work at less than full capacity) adds to that cost.
High Value Healthcare means:
•
•
•

Lowest overall cost, with
The most favorable outcome possible, in
The shortest time.

High & Low Value Providers
We can show high and low value healthcare on a graph.
Along the horizontal axis are the providers’ average claims costs, running from high on
the left to low on the right. Along the vertical axis are their average productivity costs, the
number of days that their patients miss work, running from high on the bottom to low at the top.
The high value doctors are in the upper right quadrant‒low claims cost and low days off‒and the
low value doctors are in the lower left quadrant‒high claims cost and high days off.
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CALCULATING HIGH VALUE HEALTHCARE
Our mission is to move everyone to high value healthcare. By doing so, the employer
pays less, its employees get better care, and they get back to work faster.
End Result
Before we begin, where will we end?
For each diagnostic category (e.g. back pain, carpal tunnel syndrome, etc.) we will use
claims and HR data to rank the doctors and other providers over the entire continuum of care.
We’ll then steer the employees away from the low value doctors and to the high value ones, and
calculate the employer’s opportunity for savings by doing so.
How We Do It
Employers who pay their own claims are in a unique position because they own that
claims data. So an employer working with us directs its TPA to send us its medical claims data
and its PBM (Pharmacy Benefit Manager) to send us its pharmacy claims data. We work with
and compliment the TPA and PBM, we don’t compete against them.
The employer then sends us its HR records because inside those human resource files live
the outcomes of the claims.
These data feeds occur monthly over our secure FTP site, and everything is HIPAA and
SOC compliant. When beginning an engagement, we take three years of the employer’s past
claims and HR data to give us a head start so that we can provide our full services beginning on
“Day One.”
Other analytics firms may slice and dice the claims. Only we see the entire healthcare
value equation, the claims, along with the productivity costs of the employees being off work
and the outcomes of the care. We equate a good outcome as the employee returning to work at
full capacity. This allows us to measure “high value” healthcare. It’s simply the lowest total
costs‒claims and productivity‒to return the employee to work.
Algorithm Logic
Our analytics platform consists of layers of algorithms that sift through the employer’s
claims and HR data. The end result may be simple‒identifying the high value doctors for each
condition‒but the process to get there is extremely complex. So complex that we have patents
pending on it.
Group Claims by Diagnosis. First, our algorithms group each employee’s medical claims
by diagnosis. There are two main diagnostic categories, episodic conditions, such as back pain
and carpal tunnel syndrome, and chronic conditions such as cardiac problems and diabetes.
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Under these two main categories there are about 60 groups and thousands of discrete diagnoses.
Only the episodic conditions, however, will be relevant to a workers’ compensation program.
Sort by Provider. We then sort the claims by provider type. You can’t compare a primary
care physician (“PCP”) to a surgeon. We sort by four provider types: PCPs, non-surgeon
specialists, surgeons, and institutions, such as hospitals.
Accumulate Claims. Next we accumulate all of the related medical and pharmacy claims
for the employee and assign those claims to the appropriate diagnosis.
Productivity Costs. After that we identify the productivity costs related to the diagnosis
by juxtaposing the claims dates against the HR attendance records and valuing that time off
based upon the employee’s pay rate or another appropriate measure (when a doctor treats high
paid executives, valuing the time off using something other than the executive’s pay rate may be
warranted to avoid saddling the doctor with excessive productivity costs). In many cases the
productivity costs of medical absences will be several times the related claims costs.
Total Costs. We then add the related claims and productivity costs to obtain the total
costs for the care.
Risk Adjustment. We can’t stop, however, with the total costs. If you ask any doctor why
his or her costs are more than another doctor’s, they’ll always say the same thing, “Because my
patients are sicker.” And sometimes they’re right.
We therefore assign a risk adjustment score to each employee to level the playing field.
We use the CDPS risk adjustment system that many Medicaid programs use (Chronic Illness and
Disability Payment System). This system looks at various demographic and clinical data that we
obtain from the claims and HR records, including the prescription drugs that the employee is
using, and assigns the employee a score: 1.000 being an individual of average health, below
1.000 healthier than normal, and above 1.000 sicker. For calculation purposes, if an employee’s
score is 1.000 or below we assign them a score of 1.000, and if an employee’s score is above
1.000 we use their actual score.
Average Cost per Diagnostic Category. Next we calculate each doctor’s average cost for
treating each diagnostic condition by taking the doctor’s total costs for treating that diagnosis
(claims plus productivity costs), dividing those costs by the average risk score for the employees
that the doctor treated with that diagnosis, and then dividing those risk-adjusted costs by the
number of employees treated. We then rank all of the doctors by category (PCPs, etc.) for each
diagnostic condition based upon that doctor’s average cost to return an employee to work.
When making these calculations, we eliminate as anomalies any encounters three or more
standard deviations from the average. There may be opportunities for improvement with respect
to these encounters too, but they need to be examined on a case-by-case basis. For our statistical
purposes, we therefore exclude them.
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We also pool data so that all of the employers in a given geography benefit from each
other’s experience. Each employer, however, only sees its own data on our web portal.
Opportunities for Savings. Finally, we compare each doctor’s average cost per employee
for each diagnosis to the doctor’s group average (i.e. all PCPs, etc.). If a doctor’s average cost is
less than the group average, we assume for calculation purposes that there is no opportunity for
savings. If the doctor’s average cost is above the group average, then we assume for calculation
purposes that an opportunity for savings exists by moving the employees from this below
average doctor to an average one. When evaluating a healthcare plan, we assume the same
proportion of claims savings on the covered spouses as the proportion of claims savings on the
employees. In reality, these calculations are conservative because employees who move will go
to the top ranked doctors, not the average ones.
The productivity costs are also understated. We use the payroll costs of the employee’s
medical absence. We don’t include the costs of presenteeism, when an employee shows up for
work but can’t fully perform their job (e.g. the police officer returning to work on desk-duty
only). In addition, the costs of an absence can be much more than just the payroll costs as the
effects of the absence ripple throughout the organization causing myriad delays and
inefficiencies. Sometimes an absence means lost revenue far in excess of the payroll costs, like
when a lawyer or CPA can’t bill an hour to a client. With respect to school districts, productivity
costs could cause much larger losses of funding. When a school district hires a substitute teacher
the incremental cost isn’t just the substitute teacher’s pay. Even the best substitute teacher can’t
do much more than babysit the students, so they aren’t learning. And when the students aren’t
learning their standardized test scores go down‒and the district loses funding.
Real $avings
Our analytics are powerful! We analyzed one employer’s population and calculated that
it could save 30% on its claims and 36% on its productivity costs by steering employees with
episodic conditions from below average doctors to average ones, not the best, just the average.
A significant portion of that savings was attributable to specialists.
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As fantastic as that sounds, the savings opportunity is even greater. Using our advanced
analytics we identify the best doctors for each diagnostic condition so that employees won’t be
going to average doctors, but the best!
The Math
The data in the table below is “live” data that we have blinded. This “Savings
Opportunity Report” shows a real employer’s opportunity for savings with respect to NonSurgical Specialists who treated employees during 2013‒2016 for back pain.
The top of the report highlighted in gold shows that during this period 1,942 employees at
this employer saw non-surgical specialists, such as chiropractors, for back pain. The average
claims cost for each employee was $3,206 ($6,225,194 ÷ 1,942 = $3,206), and the average
productivity cost was 1.6x the claims cost, or $5,114 ($9,932,042 ÷ 1,942 = $5,114). The
average total cost per employee was therefore $8,320 ($3,206 + $5,114 = $8,320).
The total cost per employee must then be risk adjusted to normalize it across providers.
The average risk score for the 1,942 employees was 1.218, sicker than the normal score of 1.000.
The risk adjusted cost per employee is therefore $6,831 ($8,320 ÷ 1.218 = $6,831).

The balance of the report highlighted in blue and green shows the doctors on which there
is the greatest opportunity for savings. For example, Doctor A saw 11 employees. The total
claims cost for those employees was $84,358. The average claims cost per employee for the
group was $3,206, so if Doctor A was average the claims cost would have been $35,266 ($3,206
x 11 = $35,266). If you just stopped there‒and everyone else does‒you would think that Doctor
A is doing a terrible job. But wait, it gets worse.
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Doctor A doesn’t get these 11 employees better and back to work! The productivity costs
on the 11 employees is $117,721. The average productivity cost per employee for the group was
$5,114, so if Doctor A was average the productivity costs would have been only $56,254 ($5,114
x 11 = $56,254).
Was there a reason that Doctor A’s costs are so high? Were these 11 employees sicker
than the average employee in the group? No, the average risk score for Doctor A’s 11 patients
was 1.163, sicker than a person of average health, whose risk score would be 1.000, but not quite
as sick as the average risk score for the overall group of 1.218. So to “even the playing field,” we
risk adjust Doctor A’s total costs by dividing the total costs by the average risk adjustment score.
After the risk adjustment, Doctor A’s average cost per employee was $15,796 (($202,079 ÷
1.163) ÷ 11 = $15,796)‒More than double the group average of $6,831.
If this employer steers these 11 employees away from Doctor A to an average doctor in
this group‒not the best, just the average‒the employer would save $8,965 per employee ($15,796
- $6,831 = $8,965), or a total of $98,615 ($8,965 x 11 = $98,615). This $98,615 of savings
breaks down to $43,581 in lower claims and $55,034 in lower productivity costs.
Sometimes moving employees to better doctors will result in higher, not lower, claims,
like in the cases of Doctors D & M, but the overall costs will always be lower. Similarly, moving
employees to better doctors could increase the productivity costs.
The above table shows only the 15 doctors who had the greatest opportunities for
savings, and that total is $1,072,653, broken down between claims savings of $263,834 and
productivity cost savings of $808,819.
You will notice that in this group of the 15 worst doctors, three of them‒Doctors I, K &
O‒saw only one employee. This could be the “10,000 hour rule” in practice. If a doctor sees only
one back patient over four years, that doctor probably won’t be very good at treating back
patients. A more cynical view would be that a doctor with only a few patients “milks” the few
patients that he or she has‒running up the costs. In any event, the takeaway is that you don’t have
to move many employees away from low value doctors to make a big difference!
Conversely, sometimes a low value doctor accumulates a lot of patients and significant
savings can occur by eliminating that doctor from the network. For example, on another client
we saw a chiropractor treating quite a few employees for back pain. The chiropractor’s claims
costs were very low. The productivity costs, however, were sky high‒the word had gotten out
that if you wanted to stay off work that you should go to this doctor. The chiropractor saw each
employee once, and then took them off work for an extended period. Once we identified this
chiropractor the employer struck them from its network‒saving $250,00 per year!
To put things in context, the total savings opportunity for this client for employees with
back problems across all provider groups (not just non-surgical specialists) during only 2016 was
$1,299,168, which broke down between claims savings of $472,183 and productivity cost
savings of $826,985.
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When you add up all of the opportunities for savings across all of the diagnostic
conditions, the numbers become astronomical. And remember that these savings numbers are
understated. First, employees won’t be going to average doctors. The employer will be staffing
its provider network with the top ranked ones. Second, the productivity costs are understated. We
use the payroll costs of the employee’s medical absence. The costs of an absence, however, can
be much more as the effects of the absence ripple throughout the organization causing myriad
delays and inefficiencies.
Stop-Loss Insurance Premiums
Most employers that pay their own claims still purchase stop-loss insurance to insure
against catastrophic losses. Such insurance could cover any claim to the extent that the claim
exceeded a designated threshold (i.e. the stop-loss amount), or that covered all of the employer’s
claims to the extent that the aggregate of those claims exceeded such a threshold. As our
advanced analytics should decrease the claims, a side-benefit of our service is that the stop-loss
insurance carrier should decrease the premiums for this coverage because the likelihood of
breaching the stop-loss threshold decreases.
Patents Pending
Our algorithms are trade secrets. On August 1, 2016, we filed a patent application on our
proprietary analytics platform with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (Application
No. 15/225,503), entitled “Machine Learning System for Creating and Utilizing an Assessment
Metric Based on Outcomes.” As of the date of this White Paper, we are in the review process
with the patent examiner. Even after the granting of a patent, however, our algorithms and
application software will remain trade secrets.
On April 17, 2017, we filed a provisional patent application on our “tree frog” navigation
system (Application No. 62486145), entitled “Artificial Intelligence System Predicting
Qualitative Information of Reported Data with Numerical and Color Coding Enabling Improved
Data Visualization.”
We are a “sole source” for government contracting purposes.

DESIGNING THE NETWORK
Employers that pay their own claims and maintain their own provider network have a
unique opportunity.
When we identify the high value doctors in a healthcare plan’s network we can only
encourage the employees to go to them‒The employees can go to whoever they want. Not so
when an employer maintains its own provider network for workers’ compensation claims.
Employees with such claims must go to the doctors in that network.
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Using our advanced analytics, we can help the employer identify and staff its network
with the high value doctors for each condition in the employer’s geographic area. As a result, the
employer’s claims costs go down, its employees return to work faster, and those employees get
better care.
Data
Our analytics platform works on data. To identify the high value doctors and other
providers in the employer’s geographic area we request that the employer send us:
•

Healthcare Plan‒The employer’s medical and pharmacy claims for the past three
years under its healthcare plan.
o
o

If the employer self-insures its healthcare plan, then the employer will
own this claims data too.
If the employer doesn’t self-insure its healthcare plan and therefore can’t
send us this claims data, we can still work with the employer, but our
analytics won’t be as robust as we’ll be ranking only the doctors in the
employer’s existing workers’ compensation network (whether the
employer’s own network, or a rented one).

•

Workers’ Compensation Program‒The employer’s medical and pharmacy claims
for the past three years under its workers’ compensation program.

•

HR Records‒The employer’s human resource records for the past three years.

We anticipate that the employer would direct the TPAs and PBMs under its healthcare
plan and workers’ compensation program to send the claims data directly to us. The employer
would send us its HR records. We don’t require much data from the HR system, just a few fields
concerning attendance and payroll data.
We use this data to identify the high value doctors for each condition to include in the
employer’s provider network, and the low value doctors to exclude. If the employer rents a
provider network from the TPA or another vendor, the employer may be able to direct the
employees to the high value providers in that network.
After performing this initial analysis, these data feeds continue on a monthly basis to
enable us to provide the optimization and monitoring services described below.
We also aggregate data behind the scenes. In addition to the employer’s data, if we have
other employers in the same area we use their data too when ranking the doctors and identifying
the high value ones for inclusion in the employer’s network.
Small changes in a network can make big differences. When working with an employer
we identified one low value doctor whose removal from the network saved that employer
$250,000 per year!
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Selecting the Right High Value Doctor
We have a portal on our website for both the employer and the doctors selected for its
network to use. This portal contains a “Find a Provider Tool” that interactively ranks all the
doctors and other providers in the network by diagnostic condition (e.g. back pain, carpal tunnel
syndrome, etc.).
When the employer needs to select the right doctor in its network to send an employee to,
or a doctor in that network needs to refer an employee to another doctor, such as a surgeon, they
go to the Find a Provider Tool and select the condition from the drop-down menu.

The Find a Provider Tool produces a scorecard of the doctors and other providers in the
network that handle that issue, ranked based upon their average risk adjusted total cost to return
an employee with that condition to work (note that all identifying information in the following
screen shots has been blinded or replaced with dummy data).
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Decreased Costs + Better Care
By sending employees to high value doctors and other providers:
•
•
•

Claims go down‒Good healthcare costs less than bad healthcare
o
30% of claims costs are due to poor or ineffective care, and
o
High value doctors squeeze out those excess costs
Productivity costs go down‒High value doctors return their patients to work faster
Employees receive better care

MONITORING PERFORMANCE
After designing the network, we provide the employer with a web-based portal (the
“Employer Portal”) to monitor the performance of the network and its workers’ compensation
program.
“Tree Frog” Home Page
The Employer Portal contains a series of dashboards and reports, including the Savings
Opportunity Report discussed above. Below is a screenshot of the opening screen of the portal,
with its easy to use “tree frog” navigation system. Clicking on any of the spheres directs you to
the indicated section.
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We have included below screenshots of a few of the dashboards and reports available on
the portal. To fully appreciate the power of the Employer Portal, however, you need to see it in
action‒and we’d be happy to demo it for you.
Opportunity Dashboard
The anchor of the Employer Portal is the “Opportunity” dashboard, which summarizes
the claims, productivity costs, and opportunities for savings.
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Workers’ Compensation Dashboard
The Workers’ Compensation dashboard summarizes the workers’ compensation program
in one screen.

Conditions
The dashboard below is the gateway into the detailed analytics on various episodic
conditions.
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Clicking on the “Back” in the human image above brings up this dashboard.

Providers
The “Provider Analyzer” compares provider performances across a peer group, including
the opportunities for claims and productivity cost savings.
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Each provider within the network has a dashboard summarizing that provider’s
performance and rankings. Different doctors are good, and bad, at different things.

Claims
This dashboard breaks down the claims by procedure. Companion dashboards do so by
diagnosis and drug prescriptions.
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The Employer Portal permits drilling down on each claim.

Departments
The following dashboard highlights information by department.
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Benchmarking
The Employer Portal benchmarks the employer’s performance against publicly available
workers’ compensation statistics.
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Safety
Scorecards monitor safety programs.

PRICING
Our services decrease the employer’s claims and productivity costs, as well as get its
employees better care. In exchange, we charge a one-time implementation fee to help establish or
re-design the provider network and get the Employer Portal “up,” and then a monthly PEPM
payment (Per Employee Per Month), plus a percentage of the annual claims savings. We don’t
ask for a percentage of the savings on the productivity costs, and when calculating the claims
savings we deduct the PEPM payments before applying our percentage.
Implementation Fee
The amount of the implementation fee depends upon the size of the employer. Generally,
the implementation fee will be between $37,500 and $75,000, although for employers
significantly larger than 20,000 employees it would be more. The employer pays us this
implementation fee during the “ramp up” period preceding Year 1 of the contract.
As part of the implementation fee we: (1) educate the doctors and other providers
selected for the network on how to use the Find a Provider Tool, and (2) train the employer’s
personnel on how to use the Employer Portal.
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PEPM
The PEPM rates and our share in the claims savings are set out in the pricing matrix
below.

Employees

PEPM

% Claims
Savings

< 2,500
2,500 ‒ 4,999
5,000 ‒ 9,999
10,000 ‒ 19,999
> 20,000*

$2.00
$1.75
$1.50
$1.25
$1.00

20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

* Discounted rates available for employers significantly larger than
20,000 employees
Employees. We charge PEPM on all of the employer’s employees, not just those
employees who have workers’ compensation claims.
We take a “snap shot” of the number of employees as of the beginning of each contract
year to determine the monthly PEPM payment for each month during that year, rather than
varying the monthly PEPM payment for additions and deletions during the year.
Inflation. The PEPM rates are increased each year by the inflation rate as measured by
the Medical Care component of the CPI (Consumer Price Index) published by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor.
Discount. Employers purchasing both healthcare plan and workers’ compensation
services receive 25% off the above workers’ compensation PEPM rates.
Monthly Minimum. The minimum PEPM billing is $1,000 per month.
Savings Calculation
We measure the claims savings by taking the following base line metrics for a period
immediately preceding the implementation of our services (e.g. one year, two-year annual
average adjusted for inflation, or three-year annual average adjusted for inflation), which we call
the “Base Year.”
•
•

Claims per Employee per Month
Average Risk Score for All Employees

For any period in the future we’ll know the employer’s claims for that period. The above
metrics will enable us to calculate what those claims would have been without us, which we call
the “Adjusted Base Year Costs.”
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Example. Assume that we use the twelve months preceding the implementation as the
Base Year, and that during those twelve months the employer has claims of $4,300,000, the
average number of employees was 5,500, and the average risk score for those employees was
1.025. The claims per employee per month during the Base Year was therefore $65 (($4,300,000
÷ 5,500) ÷ 12 = $65).
Adjusted Base Year Costs. Three years later, the employer has claims of $4,600,000
when it has 6,500 employees with an average risk score of 1.075. During the three years since
the Base Year, the Medical Care component of the CPI has gone up 5.8%, 5.6%, and 6.0% (3.0%
being the average inflation rate for the third year).
What would the employer’s claims have been in that third year without IntegerHealth?
$6,120,265 (($65 x 6,500 x 12) x (1.075 ÷ 1.025) x 105.8% x 105.6% x 103.0% = $6,120,265).
IntegerHealth Compensation. During the third year the PEPM rate would have been
$1.68 ($1.50 x 105.8% x 105.6% = $1.68) and the employer would have paid IntegerHealth
$131,040 in PEPM payments ($1.68 x 6,500 x 12 = $131,040).
The employer would have saved $1,520,265 in claims before our charges ($6,120,265 $4,600,000 = $1,520,265), making our share in the claims savings $277,845 (($1,520,265 $131,040) x 20% = $277,845). Accordingly, 68% of our compensation would have been “at
risk,” dependent upon generating savings for the employer ($277,845 ÷ ($131,040 + $277,845) =
68%).
Employer Savings & ROI. The employer’s claims savings after our charges would have
been $1,111,380 ($1,520,265 - $131,040 - $277,845 = $1,111,380), making its Year 3 ROI 272%
before considering the productivity costs savings ($1,111,380 ÷ ($131,040 + $277,845) = 272%).
If you assume productivity cost savings equal to the claims savings, then the ROI is
644% (($1,111,380 + $1,520,265) ÷ ($131,040 + $277,845) = 644%)‒ROI = 6.4x!
Contract Term
Our standard contract term is three years with an evergreen annual rollover period
thereafter. We can begin at any time.
Drive Before You Buy
When talking with prospective clients, as a first step we propose that they send us three
years of their back claims and HR data. We run it through our analytics platform and show them
with their own data how much we could save.
We charge $5,000 for this work (employers significantly larger than 20,000 employees
would be more), and two weeks after receiving the data we meet with the employer and go
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through the results. If we move forward to an ongoing relationship, we then begin with a threeyear head start.

LEADERSHIP
IntegerHealth’s leadership consists of its founders: Dr. Jack McCallum, Scott Roloff, and
William McCallum. Other key team members include Ken Grifno and Dr. Wishard Lorimer.
Dr. Jack McCallum, CEO
Dr. Jack McCallum is IntegerHealth's CEO, and he also serves as the Chairman of its
Board. Jack worked as a practicing adult and pediatric neurosurgeon for over twenty-five years,
building the premier specialty practice in his area. Prior to founding IntegerHealth, he was a
founder of Integration Health Management Associates, one of the earliest firms using data driven
evaluation of physician performance, and North Texas Specialty Physicians, an independent
practice association with its own health plan that markets its data driven quality programs
nationally. In 2005, Jack was a founding member of Leprechaun, a company that used claims
data to assure proper reimbursement for Medicare Advantage plans. In 2009, Jack founded
CenseoHealth, a company that provides in-home health risk assessments for Medicare
Advantage plans, performing 500,000 exams annually throughout the United States. Jack is also
an author and educator, holding a doctorate in history and a teaching appointment at Texas
Christian University (TCU), and he has spoken at numerous events and authored several articles
and books. He holds a Bachelor of Science from Georgia Tech, an MD from Emory University,
and a PhD in History from TCU.
Scott Roloff, President
Scott Roloff is IntegerHealth's President, and he also serves on its Board. Scott is both a
CPA and a lawyer, as well as a Certified Management Accountant (CMA), Certified Internal
Auditor (CIA), and Chartered Global Management Accountant (CGMA). Prior to joining
IntegerHealth as one of its co-founders, he was the CFO or the General Counsel for companies in
the healthcare, software and telecom industries. During this time, he also led a wireless
technology start-up in the Caribbean for tourists who were otherwise unable to use their cell
phones while on vacation. Prior to going into industry, Scott was a Corporate Partner at the
international law firm of Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld where he focused on M&A, SEC and
general corporate matters. Scott uniquely blends financial, legal and operational experience. He
holds a BBA in Accounting from the University of Wisconsin‒Whitewater, an MBA from the
University of Texas at Arlington, and a J.D. from Southern Methodist University (SMU), where
he was the valedictorian of his law school class.
William McCallum, Chief Information Officer
William (“Bill”) McCallum is IntegerHealth's Chief Information Officer, and he also
serves on its Board. Bill has over twenty years of experience in healthcare, focusing primarily on
the development and manipulation of clinical and operational data. Bill’s skill set bridges
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information technology with clinical understanding. He has developed a number of healthcare
business intelligence capabilities where discrete data from practice management and electronic
medical record systems download into a proprietary “Data Model” and “Data Cube,” supporting
operations and clinical improvement with ongoing monitoring across multiple data feeds. Prior
to joining IntegerHealth as one of its co-founders, Bill was the CEO of Integration Concepts, a
founding member of Leprechaun, and the CEO of Accountable Analytics. He holds a BSEE from
Texas Tech University, and a patent on merging disparate data in healthcare.
Ken Grifno, Chief Analytics Officer
Ken (“Kenny”) Grifno is IntegerHealth's Chief Analytics Officer. Kenny has experience
in advanced analytics, business intelligence, data warehousing, application development, and big
data. He has an extensive understanding of the healthcare industry from working with insurance
companies, state and federal governments, academic medical centers, hospitals, physician
groups, and consulting firms. Kenny combines his skills in programming, mathematics, and
healthcare to create solutions for complex problems that improve patient and provider outcomes.
He possesses an in-depth knowledge of all of the value and risk based quality and reimbursement
methodologies and has created his own models for predictive analytics for both disease
management and population health. Prior to joining IntegerHealth, Kenny led the advanced and
performance analytics department at UT Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas. He holds a BS
in Management Science and a Master of Science in Management Science (Management
Information Systems) from The University of Texas at Dallas.
Dr. Wishard Lorimer, Medical Director
Dr. Wishard (“Bill”) Lorimer recently retired from his family practice in Fort Worth,
which he began in 1981. For three years before beginning that practice, Bill was an emergency
physician at St. Joseph Hospital. Bill was the President of the Tarrant County Academy of
Family Physicians in 1991, and the Chief of the Medical Staff at St. Joseph Hospital from 19911992. Bill has a degree in Zoology from the University of Texas in Austin, and a medical degree
from the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston.
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